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Literature: selected pm findings & issues
Project management body of knowledge (PMBOK) impacting e-business

Most if not all professional project managers would agree the PMBOK PMI(2009) and it’s earlier editions dating
back to the 1970’s, provide a pretty good theory as a starting point for the ‘technical’ (structural) aspects needed in
most endeavors that have a start, stop deadline, with scope, budget, resources, risks, and quality standards.

Enhancements have been made to the global PMBOK, and possibly even better people-oriented roles, by the
British Association of Project Management (APM). Morris (2001) pointed out three key issues that still face this
profession: “BOKs can never be perfect”, a “Global BOK” is needed, and “what competencies project manager’s
need” (p 29). AIPM, PMI, IPMA, APM (UK), and other associations, have continued to develop a global PMBOK.

The underlying focus of this author’s research is on competencies and interpersonal traits, whether the topic is
leadership, team performance, learning, or something else… it always comes back to competency. A problem in
assessing competency (besides there being many models and theories), is that of different perspectives (Strang,
2003), meaning that people will NOT always view the SAME ‘fact’ as being identical, over time or in new contexts.
Project manager (PM) leadership

As a contribution into the foray of leadership research, several empirical studies of US-based business projects
confirmed what we already knew – that being the good leadership skills equals good results and high sponsor
satisfaction survey ratings (Strang, 2007a; 2005) – but this was a good opportunity to confirm bad PM = failures.

Research was conducted on educational projects outside US, namely in Australia (Strang, 2007b) and for
multinationals (Strang, 2008a; 2009d). These studies corroborated earlier ones, but they became ‘culture-aware’.
Multicultural perspectives on the PMBOK and PM’s in e-business

The ‘e-business’ term emerged in management science (and some PMBOK literature) since many companies were
running projects that required online collaboration. Studies often include dimensions such as learning and culture.

Learning became a critical focus point for PMs as well as the team members, with ensuing research that
investigated online MBA training for multicultural PMs/managers (Strang, 2009b; 2009c; 2009e; 2008b; 2006) – and
those are just a few of the examples of such studies. The common goal was to improve learning methods, to allow
busy professionals such as PM’s, executives/sponsors, team members, etc., to improve their competencies.
Research methods for studying applied PMBOK and PM’s

There are some great theoretical papers (the PMBOK is one of them), but it takes skill to make meaningful
contributions to the existing literature. Empirical studies (grounded, qualitative, quantitative, experimental, etc) aim
to statistically identify the select few humans (or machines) that are doing something innovative (or different), and
thus, develop new theory the rest can follow. To that end, empirical studies often try to find out what is working
well in applied PMBOK (or other theories). It is useful to know how to design and implement empirical studies,
using multi-method techniques and control to ensure the results are rational and replicable (Strang, 2009a; 2008c).
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Gap: PMBOK too theoretical, not multicultural






Previous section reviewed PMBOK literature findings from mainly one author and is incomplete.
Leadership studies suggest PM soft-skills are critical for good project performance (but this was in
western oriented cultures, like US) – more research is needed in multicultural PM & beyond US/UK.
Learning-related studies advocate multicultural awareness to improve international education.
Learning-related studies state soft-skill training are much needed topics in business & e-business.
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Sponsor perspective e-biz PM problems
Survey of 194 executives (project
sponsors) at four Australia-based
multinational e-business projects
(team staff in UK, US, India & NZ):
– Team members idle too much
– Mis-reading scope, maybe
multicultural issue (PM
misunderstanding sponsor)?
– PM can’t manage budget
– Sponsors, team (and PM) are
multicultural (they may have
different expectations as
compared with PM and PMBOK
theories from western culture).



NEW STUDY completed in Australia, focusing on examining how multinational companies use
PMBOK in e-business projects (similar to Strang, 2008a in USA) – this reviews NEW key findings.
Focus groups (meetings) and surveys were used with e-business (e-biz) sponsors, project leaders
& team members; triangulated multi-method statistical techniques used for hypothesis testing.
E-biz project team members & stakeholders need to collaborate & communicate in online contexts.
Combination of multicultural sponsors and multicultural team members complicate e-biz projects.
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Team perspective of e-biz PM problems
 Survey of same project
2753 multicultural team
members about leader:
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– 25% don’t trust PM decisions
– Some confused about plan &
scope, required clarifications
– Staff claim they work well with
other team members
– Most staff are multicultural
– Most staff have subject matter
knowledge/expertise beyond
PM; PM has leadership role.





The multicultural team member perspective makes one feel as though we need to go back to
square one with the PMBOK… likely these unexpected results have more to do with gaps between
cultural expectations (Strang, 2009b), but it could be a social desirability bias (Strang, 2008c).
Nevertheless, it is the PM’s job to manage the team, so if 25% of staff do not believe in the PM’s
ability to make appropriate e-business decisions, that is a problem which sponsors want fixed.
These results are quite different than similar US-based e-business studies (Strang, 2008a).
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Performance effect of (un)certified e-biz PM




The analysis shows certified PM’s (AIPM, PMI, APM or otherwise) achieve better e-biz performance.
These indexes show a planned versus actual ratio, with larger numbers being better. Two of them
(Schedule Performance Index and Cost Performance Index) are from PMBOK (PMI, 2009), as
implemented in Strang’s (2009d; 2008a) e-business studies. The third is a new “Work Defects
Index” derived from Strang (2009d; 2008a), factoring both quality and scope metrics. The purpose
of the WDI was to capture the quality performance (this is not evident in schedule or cost data)
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